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From Good to Great!
The development and growth of the whole Group continues at ‘full speed ahead’. We have made many preparations in the Group for the huge maintenance plans on
the railways which our Scandinavian and the UK customers have announced.
What have we been doing?
Within the Group, we have; strengthened all companies with resources at all levels, invested in new
construction machinery, locomotives, workshops and
above all undertaken a venture for the future of new
innovations. In order to get a clear focus on new machines and innovative solutions, we now have our own
Innovation and Design Department.
Since the company has grown considerably over many
years, we have taken steps to change stock exchanges,
from 10 years on Aktietorget, to a regulated market on
Nasdaq Stockholm. Changes have been made over the
past year to adapt the company to Nasdaq Stockholm.
This is an important change and significantly increases
the quality for the company. I see great opportunities for
the company to continue to grow in many areas and for
many years to come.
It certainly looks bright for the future in all our business segments. Within Construction Sweden, there is
a lot of work in Travikverket’s plans for the future. We
are, therefore working to industrialise and optimise our
services further. This will enable us to help our customer
realise their plans. Transport Scandinavia will also have
a lot to do, as we specialise in transport services in the
railway contracts.
In the Construction Abroad segment, we have invested in
both the Railvac and the Ballast Feeder, especially in the
UK where Network Rail brings new major maintenance
work into its plan. A new market in Construction Abroad
are our Nordic neighbours where we will see growth in
the future. In the segment of Machine Sales, we have
worked in many places, and so far, I can say that we have
been working only in a very small part of the world's rail
market.
With innovative solutions for the railway and with our
staff as our primary resource, we are building the future
for Railcare.
In this issue of Railcare News, we have, as in our daily
work, focused on our customers. Happy reading!

•

Aiming
for
Nasdaq
In spring 2017, Railcare took the decision to
change Stock Exchange, from Aktietorget,
to Nasdaq Stockholm Small Cap. Railcare’s
Chairman of the Board, Catharina
Elmsäter-Svärd describes the process and
her thoughts behind the change.

»T

here is a strong desire for the owners of Railcare to enter Nasdaq Stockholm and it is a
good time to do so. The Railway’s focus is to
manage the future’s sustainable transportation and
to contribute towards creating public benefits. Future
initiatives on Sweden's rail maintenance are good
for both the company and Sweden”, says Catharina.
Seal of approval
As the Nasdaq Stockholm regulations are more
stringent, with the requirement of additional company information being supplied to both customers,
and the market. The company will become much
improved in quality, performance and in many other
aspects.
"In order to change over to Nasdaq Stockholm, we
were required in April 2017 to begin the lengthy task
of reviewing all of our policies, procedures, acts and
regulations. This process proved to be very useful to
us."
Extensive Project
Catharina says, “The prospects of the company
are based upon certain important parameters.
There is a demand for the planning and implementation of both the renewal of existing, and the
building of new railways, in Sweden and the UK.
Decisions will soon be made by the governments
of both countries about the significant economic
investments on the railway.”

•

DANIEL ÖHOLM

CEO, Railcare Group AB
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Chairman of the board
Catharina Elmsäter-Svärd
Photo: Rosie Alm
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INFRASTRUCTURE PROPOSITION

Investment by Swedish Government of 622 billion SEK
The Swedish government presented its proposals for future rail infrastructure, in Autumn 2016, which
outlined innovative solutions for strengthening competition and sustainable development.
It is proposed that the financial framework for the next planning period will increase. This involves
investing in operations and maintenance, and new projects. Railcare News has interviewed
Infrastructure Minister Tomas Eneroth.

»I

know there are many urgent and important measures
to implement around the country, which is why the
government is investing, in excess of, 100 billion
more for this period than previously. This means that the
financial framework for the years 2018-2029 amounts to
a total of 622.5 billion SEK. The cash injection, together
with income from rail charges, congestion taxes and
municipal co-financing will be used in the best possible
way to strengthen existing railways and to invest in new
infrastructure, resulting in the introduction of new highspeed railways.” says Tomas Eneroth.

Higher Quality
Tomas concludes, “This government has made it clear from
the outset that an important focus is on raising the quality
of our railway. The government has already increased this
year's annual appropriation for rail maintenance by 1.34
SEK billion per year. The next step is to increase the budget for operating and maintaining of the railway by 47% in
the up coming control period. This is an important part of
achieving the goal in becoming one of the world's first fossil
fuel free welfare countries.”

•

The major investment in rail is an essential
part of maintenance, due to traffic increase
and heavier freight trains. Without
essential maintenance, quality would be
compromised. Investment is of paramount
importance, and thus, is the priority of
Trafikverket, ensuring resources for
maintenance are available today, enabling
improvements of tomorrow. We have met
the General Director at Trafikverket Lena
Erixon.

»T

here is a sharp increase in maintenance of 47%
which means that many arrangements will be
made in the near future. There is no doubt that
implementing important major investment, makes the
track susceptible to disruption. Whilst maintaining the
railways, we have challenges in ensuring that we find
solutions with minimum risk of disruption to services”
says Lena.
Strong focus on the railway
Trafikverket have many large and small investment projects, with a heavy focus on railways. In fact, 75% of national
investments are linked to railways. Lena Erixon continues:
“It will be linked to a number of projects, from smaller improvement projects to larger maintenance efforts on the
mainlines and high-speed railways. There is a very strong
focus on the railway which lies in the proposal we have put
in the national plan”.

Infrastructure Minister Tomas Eneroth
Photo: Ninni Andersson
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Lena Erixon
General Director at Trafikverket
Photo: Elin Gårdestig

Modernisation
“We do not have our own political goals. Our goals are in line
with the transport policy which the government have set,
but if we take a physical look at the railway, an important
part is to get a robust and reliable rail” said Lena. In fact, it
means that Sweden should have a rail service that is punctual, and resistant to disruption.
Trafikverket have also made proposals for "diversion
networks" that manage to deal with disruption on the line.
Lena continues:
“Another part I would like to mention is that we will both
modernise and digitalise the railway facility on a larger
scale. We see great benefits in digitalising the railway as we
can provide better information and traverse the railway
with a modern signaling system.”

Planning of resources
“From 2019, the national plan is to increase resources
significantly. Travikverket is actively working to find necessary resources whilst maximising on the resources which
are already available”, says Lena.
Learning from experience
Trafikverket now places more resources on re-investments
and more preventive measures. In this way, they hope to
be able to prevent problems in the system. “In the first few
years, it's about getting the railway back to its optimum
level, and maintaining it. In the future I can see that we will
have to maintain a high level of maintenance if we are going
to have a more robust and reliable rail. It is important that
we see the consequences and plan accordingly”, concludes
Lena.

•
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A lot of work in the Nordics
Norway
Railcare has worked very successfully with
NJD Railvac AS in Norway.

»D

uring 2017, we have had two major projects in Norway
with Railcare. One was renting an English-adapted
Railvac from Railcare for re-ballasting in Narvik, and
the other was a fiber optics project on the Steinkjer-Grong
route”, says Gisle Hauk, Operations Manager at NJD Railvac
AS. He continues:
“We also hired Railcare operators to work with the Railvac
for several months, and we are pleased that both the machine and the operators are working very well”.

•

Finland

Denmark

Finland is a completely new market for Railcare and during the summer of
2017, a request from Railcare’s Finnish agent, Teijo Saalasti, was submitted for
a potential job for the FTA (Finish Transport Agency). Immediately after that,
the work began to adapt a Railvac to the Finnish track width, which is wider
than the Swedish.

Entrepreneur M.J. Eriksson A/S, a Danish contractor
involved in railway maintenance, referred to Railcare in
respect of a project regarding cable location and cable
reduction between Aarhus and Grenå.

»D

uring a double shift in the mid-2017 high season, we
managed, together with Railcare, to carry out all of
the work required during the set timescale and with
the desired results to the customer’s request. No cables or
wires were damaged by the Ballast Cleaner” says Sven-Åge
Sletbak, representative for M.J. Eriksson A / S.
Updated database
“We began to identify the areas where cables and wires
could be damaged and on those stretches, we excavated test
pits and measured them, both vertically and horizontally.
The cables which were at risk, were then lowered. After that,
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the database could be updated with the new cable depths”,
says Sven-Åge.
Continued confidence
The unique method which Railcare uses, when it comes
to cable location and re-ballasting, has created a lot of
interest in Denmark.
“The hope is that, in Denmark, we will still have confidence
and that we will continue to work with both cable location
and re-ballasting. Vacuum excavating cables are a successful technique”, says Adam Sundin Deputy Operations
Manager at Railcare AB.

•

T

he project started with a number of shifts in Northern
Finland where FTA hired a Railvac, including staff.
They worked with the company whom they have the
maintenance contract. Adam Sundin, Deputy Operations
Manager at Railcare AB is pleased with how it went.
“The project was successful from day one! We performed,
for the most part, re-ballasting and the work was done very
satisfactorily. No time was wasted, and everyone was very
good at working efficiently during the shifts we performed
together”.
Additional Education
After the work was completed in Northern Finland, the
machine and staff were moved south, between Tampere

and Helsinki. Railcare worked with VR-Track, and here too
the work went well. The Railvac was responsible for excavating the ballast whilst VR-Track replaced with new ballast.
To be able to work in Finland, all Railcare personnel had to
have Finland's Personal Track Safety (PTS) training.
Solution for a new market
“We see Finland as a very exciting and potential growth
market for us. Up until now, we have worked only with
re-ballasting, but we believe that Finland has the same
challenges with cables as we have in Sweden”, says Jonny
Granlund, Railcare AB, Operations Manager.

•
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QUALITY & SAFETY

5 stars again
Railcare Sweden Ltd have achieved a
five-star rating under the Railway Industry Supplier Qualification Scheme
(RISQS). The five-star rating is the
highest achievable score, and the second consecutive year with scores of
100%.
The audit is designed to make sure
that every company complies fully
with the rail industries Health and
Safety, Quality and Environmental
practices.
“It is critical that we pass our RISQS
audit, without this qualification we
cannot work on the Railway in the UK.
For me it is the icing on the cake to receive 5 stars as it reflects the diligence
and all the hard work that goes into
keeping the system relevant and up to
date.” says Angela Kettlewell – Office
Manager.

•
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Working closer together
With access regimes being so short nowadays, the need to be
able to work quickly and efficiently is paramount. Having
the tools and equipment that allows for the short blocks
of time is essential. “The average length of time is getting
shorter, so we need to utilise this flexible bit of kit more”.
Network Rail is changing the way it operates, and going
forward, the plan is to work more with their suppliers
and contractors. “Working closer to the development and

The Future
The future for Network Rail involves the “coming together of
the train operating environment
and the Network Rail operation
environment. To be more collaborative and aligned in their working,
supporting each other’s businesses
and thus providing a better service to
the customers”.
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Advantages
He explains the advantages of the Railvac are “predomina-

tely the ability to renew and treat ballast without having to
take the track out. There is a need to do more and more bespoke treatments and subsequently extending the life of the
assets. This is something previously we haven’t been able
to do with traditional methodology”. The safety element is
another huge benefit as there is less manual handling and
fewer people on the track, James agreed “it is a very safe tool
that can be used in multiple examples”.

ro
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T

he LNW route itself incorporates 25% of the country
and in CP6 plans, £2.5 billion will be spent on capital works. James himself is based at Network Rail’s
Birmingham office and has worked on the Railway for 37
years. His first role was in Engineering, mostly track work,
since then he has had various roles within the organisation,
including track renewals, track asset management, and was
also professional head of track, he then moved back out to a
route organisation.
James has been working with Railcare and the Railvac
machines in various ways since 2005, it has always been
a good relationship which Railcare has valued. “It’s a relationship I would like to make more of as the Railvac is a
really useful machine and has a real part to play”, says James.

CP6 Planning
The budget for LNW remains the
same as the previous period,
however, the main drive for CP6
is to “become more efficient
and smarter with the work we
do. To extend the life of the
asset, ballast treatment is one
of the biggest issues we face in
our track department. If we
can get the ballast treatment
right our assets will start to
exceed their life expectancy.
There is a need to go back and do
lots of ballast treatment, as ballast
cleaning hasn’t been done for many
years, therefore, the need to ensure this
is done in CP6 is crucial”.
“With more traffic and less access, big renewals are
becoming increasing difficult. No longer is it affordable to
shut the railway. Having lines blocked and blocking routes
completely is also not acceptable for the customer. Main-

taining the timetable and the opportunity to travel is very
important”, say James.
On speaking about Railcare’s new Ballast Feeder System,
James believed that this was something definitely
required for the working environment, “its
Ja
me
ability to accurately place ballast and opesD
rate separately was very useful, enabling
work to be completed quicker and ideal for any short access issues”.
D
n,
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James is responsible for the Safety and Asset Management teams within the LNW route at Network Rail. His
teams are the engineers who decide what work needs to be done and where, deciding how to deliver the work
and the contracting strategies involved, what methodology should be used, and new innovative methods on
how to get work done differently.

planning stage is a key part of the process, together with
Network Rail’s requirements and Railcare’s expertise. This
will enable us to work on the solutions together, giving the
best of both worlds”.

W
LN

The best of both worlds

•
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Vacuuming the

Continued Snow Project

Citybanan

“At the beginning of the snow project in 2017, a SR 200 was in
Östersund, but soon snow fell in Northern Sweden. Trafikverket
chose to send it to Boden, and the other SR 200, which was in
Stockholm, was sent to Ånge.

The Railvac with a
custom made nozzle

New track at Rönnskär

During the construction of the Citybanan in Stockholm, a large amount ballast, including Class
1 ballast was used. The ballast was fine and wet when it was tipped, however once it had dried,
small particles of dust started to appear, which was important to be kept to a minimum.

»T

his kind of work had not been done before, however
we rigged up and built a new nozzle to get a wider
suction width for each sweep. Dust, when in stone, is
pretty hard, so we connected a compressor to blow the dust
away, which was completely new to us”, says Per Nilsson,
Project Manager at Railcare AB.
Innovation, capacity and technical know-how
“Prior to the traffic at Citybanan, we needed to ensure that
we did not get too much dust on the train. We then saw
that a lot of dust had accumulated in the tunnels. Eradicating this was extremely important, for several reasons. We

have a lot of electronic equipment in Citybanan which can
be sensitive, and also based on the travel experience”, says
Kjell-Åke Averstad, Project Director at Trafikverket.
“We asked Railcare to submit a method statement with
quality in mind, and from a dust perspective. This was
conducted through two rounds of vacuuming, with very
good results. It was a minor, but important mission that
included innovation, capacity and technical know-how, and
it contributed to the Citybanan’s successful opening”, concludes Kjell-Åke.

•

The flexible snowplow SR 200
Use the QR code to watch the film
on our YouTube-chanel

»I

t is really good that the SR 200 machines are available nationally so that
we have the opportunity to send the machines to different locations in
Sweden to solve various problems. We hope that the work will continue
in the same way in the future”, says Adam Sundin, Deputy Operations Manager at Railcare AB.
Location of Machines
Trafikverket decides which machines go to which locations depending upon
where they are most useful.
“We collaborate and work closely with Trafikverket so that we can always a
dvise about the location of the machines. They hire our machines and skills,
and we distribute our staff and our knowledge in the best possible way”, says
Adam.
Quick response and efficient resource allocation
“As a Project Manager for innovative snow removal, I feel that Railcare,
along with its staff, have been performing projects, both large and small,
in a very satisfactory way. All questions are answered quickly and there is
always a prompt action by Railcare whenever we call them. In some places,
machines have been used for snow removal projects, which has been very effective. My personal opinion is that it is very easy and efficient to work with
Railcare, and I believe snow removal is most important as it helps keep the
tracks and railways running, which in turn, ultimately benefits the customer”, says Björn Stenvall, Project Manager Trafikverket.

Boliden enquired about replacing just
over 100 meters of track at the Rönnskar copper smelter. It was a different
project and something Railcare hadn’t
done previously, but there are people
within the company who possess this
competence (namely Nicholas Dahlborg and Kalle Alnqvist).
“During the project, we were given
the opportunity to test the latest English-adapted Railvac, although we do
not ordinarily use this type of machine
for this type of project. The work was
carried out in autumn 2017 when everything went as planned and we kept
to the given timeframes.” says Adam
Sundin Deputy Operations Manager
at Railcare AB.
“I have only worked with Railcare on
the one occasion, but I am very pleased with the project. An effective team
that worked professionally. The contact with Railcare has also been very
good and, as I see it, the job has been
a success,” says Magnus Lundberg,
Supervisor at Boliden Rönnskär.

•

•

Kjell-Åke Averstad
Photo: Trafikverket
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The picture show before ... and after vacuuming
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Track replacements
-a specialiTy
In recent years, Railcare T has been working on the major track replacements in Sweden. It has
predominately been about the rental of locomotives, drivers and supervisors. One of the biggest
projects in the summer was the track replacement between Vislanda and Mosselund.

T

he railway between Vislanda and Mosselund
is part of the South Stambanan and is used
by both passenger and freight traffic. The project
consisted of replacing 70 kilometres of track rail and
sleepers, including ballast cleaning. Railcare T's locomotives pull wagons for ballast, sleepers and trains for
track replacements.

Modernisation of a locomotive

According to plan
Site Manager Peter Erixon, Svensk Jarnvagsteknik,
summarises the project.
“It went very well, just as planned and the project was
finalised in December 2017”.

Railcare T had 5 locomotives and 6 personnel on the
project each week, and always had a engineer in place to quickly take care of any repairs which may have
occurred. Peter continues, “It is beneficial that Railcare
have a large number of locomotives and drivers. This
meant that we could have a spare locomotive in place
at all times, for if something unforeseen happened, as is
often the case with such projects”.

•

Railcare T's workshop in Långsele has renovated a V5 locomotive for Nordic Re-Finance during the
year. The concept was to restore an older locomotive to a new and modernised condition.

»T

ogether with the customer,
we have developed solutions
which will make it easier for
staff using the locomotive. We have
also greatly improved the working
environment for drivers by reinstalling all electrical equipment, new
cab interior, modern lights and torch
lighting”, says Patrik Söderholm,
Workshop Manager in Långsele.

on noise levels, therefore creating less
disruption and a healthier environment.” Patrik concludes.
Satisfied Customer
The locomotive has also been given a
new colourscheme for modern travel,
lighting and upgraded components
that are sensitive from a safety point
of view.
Mikael Zagerholm at Nordic ReFinance is very pleased with the renovation.
“Railcare was positive about the project from the start and has been responsive to the changes we wanted to make.
The end product really adds to our
fleet and we hope, will be appealing for
many years to come.”

More environmentally friendly
options
A modern and environmentally
friendly Scania diesel engine has
been installed, and has replaced the
old compressor with a lamellar compressor, which is significantly more
efficient and reliable. “For the environment around the locomotive,
sound-proofing boards have been
installed in engine rooms to improve

•

Mikael Zagerholm, CEO Nordic Re-Finance
Photo: Nordic Re-Finance
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Railcare T loco TMY 1150 hauls sleepers
Photo: Svensk Järnvägsteknik
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Lining back on the railway

Innovation in
the blood

It has been a couple of years since Railcare Lining worked with re-lining on the road network. In 2017
they began working on the railway again. There have been more than 2,100 culverts inspected and
the re-lining of over 40. A large part of the job is with our customer, Trafikverket, and as already
established, maintenance of the Swedish railway is essential.

Since 1992, innovations have been one of the foundations at Railcare,
which is how it all began. It was a natural progression for us to have
our own Innovation & Design department in early 2017.

»F

or 25 years, we have always worked towards developing new machines and
methods. The department will allow us to continue this and help to focus on
it in the future, ensuring we stay ahead of innovations and methods within
all our business areas”, says Ulf Marklund, Vice President and Deputy Director of
Innovation & Design.
Patent
One common question is whether Railcare has patented its machinery. “Yes, where
we think we have found something unique and patentable, we'll do it and have been
doing for a long time. We still have a number of patents in Sweden, Europe, USA and
Russia on different machines and solutions”.

»W

e have generally neglected maintenance of the
railways in Sweden, which includes building and
drainage,” says Jakob Fors at Trafikverket. Jakob
has been working with Railcare Lining for many years and is
very pleased with the product.
“It's great. It's fast and effortless,” says Jakob
Complete solution
With regards to culvert refurbishments, Railcare takes on
the entire project. Everything from contacts with the owner
of the property, to preparation and dredging.
“The collaboration with Railcare works well! We have been
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New solutions to old problems
“As the need for maintenance increases, the available time decreases, therefore developing new machines and methods is important”, says Ulf. With the Innovation &
Design department in place, Railcare continues to find new solutions to old problems.
“We have it in the blood, it lies in the company's DNA”, concludes Ulf.

•

working together for 5-6 years now and have developed a
good relationship”, continues Jakob.
Great tool for the toolbox
Jakob has worked in Project Management for maintenance
of the railway, but is now responsible for Business Management, with a focus on customer issues. On the question of
whether he takes the experience from the lining method
into his new role, he says:
“It is a good, cost effective method and a great tool for
achieving a robust and stable railway with high efficiency”.

•

TEST OUR AR-APP
Download the Railcare 25 app from the App Store or Google Play on your mobile.
Follow the instructions in the App and point the camera to this page. The content
will start automatically.

•

If you are interested in Railcare’s jubilee book, which contains lots of fun stories
and more AR content, please contact Johan Forslund via e-mail:
johan.forslund@railcare.se

EXHIBITIONS

2017 - The Exhibition year
iaf Messe - Münster

Nordic Rail - Jönköping

The iaf Munster is every four years and consists of many
railway maintenance machines. It's a very important
trade fair for Railcare’s self-manufactured machines
- the Railvac, and the Ballast Feeder System. In 2013
Railcare first exhibited the SR700 (the world’s largest
snow remover). This time, they showed the Railvac and
the newly built Ballast Feeder System. There were three
demonstrations per day and it was very busy every time.

Elmia Nordic Rail in Jönköping is always a highly appreciated exhibition and a valuable meeting place for the
industry.
The Railcare Stand offered fun challenges for the visitors. This year there was a hockey shootout competition
and a chance to win a Colorado Avalanche shirt, signed
by Peter Forsberg. Peter came to visit, and the rumour
spread that the former ice hockey player was at Railcare’s stand. It was a formidable success and a real
spectacle, as more than 1700 people visited.
“The Swedish government will invest highly in rail
infrastructure from 2019 onwards, and with a great interest in our machines, everyone can contribute and focus
on the required resources” says Jonny Granlund.

Scandinavia’s main railway
exhibition!

The largest track technology
fair was back for its 27th year

“The visitors were very curious about our machines and
many have since requested more information. With a
high probability, we will be there again in another four
years, hoping that we have built some new strange
machines for the rail market” says Ulf Marklund.

•

•

Rail Live - Long Marston
Rail Live is the largest outdoor
rail show in Europe

Rail Live was a great exhibition, as always, with a great
deal of visitors and a huge interest in our machines,
services and indeed in the company generally. Since
we are an innovative company, it is a great opportunity
to showcase new machines and meet with many of our
customers.
This year, we showed our latest innovation (the Ballast
Feeder System) and how efficiently we refill ballast after
we have removed old ballast with our Railvac.
Customers were able to see how our unique process
offers an efficient, safe and reliable approach to the
time-consuming removal, re-ballasting or backfilling
process in a prolific output.
“There was a large interest, in both our machines and
how we solved ballast exchanges efficiently, and there
were many customers who wanted to see this solution
on their projects around the country. Which is an excellent rating for us” says Daniel Öholm.

•
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Trako - Gdansk

Gateway to the Eastern Europe
In 2015, Railcare attended the exhibition in Gdansk,
Poland. It was so interesting that they decided to attend
again in 2017. It is one of Europe's largest railway exhibitions and the focus is on Poland's home market and
other countries in Eastern Europe. During the 2017 exhibition the weather was hot and sunny, temperatures
reached 25 degrees. The exhibition continued for five
consecutive days.
“During the exhibition it was important for us to be visible. The market in this part of Europe has great potential for us. We were pleased with the 2017 exhibition and
the next Trako will be in 2019. We are looking forward
to bringing our new container and being outdoors next
year. At these major exhibitions it is important for us to
stand out and be seen. The outdoors area often attracts
more visitors and a larger footfall”, says Jan Billberg,
Railcare Export.

•
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New Machines

Ballast Feeder System
The Ballast Feeder Systems (BFS) are classed as On Track Machines (OTM), compliant to UK
standards and have route acceptance. They are self-propelled and can work independently, or
coupled together as multi silo wagons to supply larger volumes of re-ballasting or backfilling
material. Each unit can carry up to 45 tonnes of material and the integrated loading control system
helps avoid the Ballast Feeder Systems being overloaded.

T

he front belt conveyor, used for material distribution,
can swing 180 degrees from side to side to drop the
material exactly where it is needed, in the correct
volume and with a high level of precision. At the same time,
the BFS’s transmission systems guarantee safe and precise
vehicle movement inside possessions.
Safe & Reliable
The BFS’s transmission system is well proven and has
demonstrated itself as safe and very reliable. The Ballast
Feeder System is designed to operate together with Railcare’s Railvac OTM air/vacuum excavators and the complete
Railcare removal/backfilling set up offers a unique industrial
approach to the time-consuming removal, re-ballasting or
backfilling process.

High efficiency
Railcare’s Ballast Feeder Systems are dead hauled to
and from site, together with the Railvac OTM’s and once
disconnected, it transforms into a self-propelled OTM in a
few minutes.
“This industry concept offers our customers high efficiency,
reliability and security. I am convinced that our customers
need this when there is more and more traffic on the track,
maintenance needs and a high focus on safety and performance. Our customers have shown a big interest in this”,
says Daniel Öholm.

•

After the great success of the Rail Live Exhibitions in Long Marston, Railcare decided to seek
an agreement with Motorail. They rented one of their sidings within the Long Marston Rail
Depot, on a long-term basis.

T
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he siding at Long Marston would give Railcare ease
of access by both Road and Rail. It is a superb facility
for the maintenance of Railcare’s machine fleet and
with a presentation area away from the open infrastructure
for future demonstrations of their machines and services.

was to bring in and use the heavy lifting equipment.
More demonstrations are planned for 2018, where the Ballast
Feeder System, Rozzle360, plus Railcare’s methodology for
re-ballasting, wet spot removal trial hole, UTX and drainage
excavation will be demonstrated to potential customers.

Demonstrations
The siding and other facilities have proven a great success
and Railcare have completed several demonstrations to
potential customers and the ORR.
In July the siding was used for completely stripping
and overhauling the Tubevac systems for Transport for
London. Representatives from Railcare, DISAB and Tube
Lines were all impressed with the facilities and how easy it

A integral part
“The siding is and will remain an integral part of Railcare’s
strategy for the UK. Its capabilities will grow with us. We are
looking forward to highlighting the work of Railcare’s design and engineering teams in the shape of the new concepts
and innovations they produce”, says Steve Mugglestone –
Project Manager.

•
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There is a lot of
work to do in CP6
Crouch Hill Station
Railcare were approached by Network Rail on the Anglia route to assist them in delivering ballast and
sleeper renewal works at Crouch Hill.

R

ailcare visited the site with the Anglia route works
delivery team to determine the scope of works and
to outline how Railcare could best utilise the Railvac
machine. Our sub-contract labour teams to assist them in
the safe delivery of the ballast and sleeper renewal works.
The works
Railcare completed the train plans and methodology for
the works, which included how we would use the Railvac to
delete/remove life expired ballast from 70 meters of plain
line. This enables track personnel to install a new layer of
geo-textile, replace 66 old and damaged sleepers with new
chaired hardwood ones, top up with new crib ballast and remove/pack the track to correct levels. The Railvac was also
utilised to clear ballast and dirt around a nearby bridge to
allow the renewal of longitudinal timbers and closure rails.
The track was then tamped to design levels prior to handback.
Overcoming issues
The works were planned to be completed during 4 midweek
shifts, however as the works progressed a few unexpected
and time consuming issues started to have an impact on the
programme of works. This resulted in the works delivery
team asking Railcare to assist them in providing manpower,
plant and the Railvac for an extra shift to ensure that the
works could be delivered safely before the possession end
and the normal resumption of train services.
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A successful job
Railcare worked hard, especially with the planning of the
extra works and procurement of staff to ensure that the
works were completed on time, efficiently and most importantly, safely.
The works were deemed a success and proved that
teamwork is the key for the timely and safe delivery of the
works. Phil Broad – Route Director (Works Delivery) Anglia Route said:
“I am really pleased to report that all the core works necessary, on both up and down lines to remove the condition of
track TSR’s, has been successfully completed. This has been
a fantastic achievement by my Track team and supply chain
partners, particularly Railcare who have had to overcome
numerous unexpected issues and work to some very tight
tolerances due to a shallow cross track sewer, a very low
overbridge and the platforms, during the course of these
works”.
Chris Keene – Works Delivery Manager Anglia Route also
added:
“Railcare’s support throughout these works was second to
none. All staff had a first class attitude and without your
help this project would not have been the success it was”.

•

Based at Network Rail’s national centre ‘The
Quadrant’ in Milton Keynes, Neil Welch’s role
within Network Rail is Business Manager Delivery Services. He is responsible for many of
the machines on the track, including locomotives, wagons and the Railvac for the whole of
the UK, in addition to any breakdown recovery
that’s required.

Neil Welch,
Business Manager Delivery Services
Photo: Network Rail

H

e has been involved with Railcare and the Railvac
for some years now. Neil was involved when
the London North Eastern route recognised an
opportunity to have the Railvac. He helped greatly in the
process, enabling Railcare to successfully deliver a whole
package of work and has continued to help since. He describes Railcare as always being ‘100% open and honest’.
“The strong points of the Railvac are its size, power and
ability to work with various types of material. Network
Rail’s safety promise is “Everybody home safe everyday” so
it’s important to compare the Railvac with other methods,
not only for its high performance and productivity, but also
the increased safety and low-risk element.”
CP6
The £47 billion budget for CP6 was announced last year,
“there is a lot of work to do in CP6 and the next step is in
the planning. Working out what work needs to be done and
the options available on how it will be delivered”. The treasury has allowed Network Rail to allocate an additional

£200 million into the current control period, allowing some
outstanding work to be completed, making sure that the
transition into CP6 isn’t so steep.
Ballast Feeder System
Neil has seen Railcare’s latest innovation, the safe and
reliable Ballast Feeder System. He says the benefits are its
ballast placement capability, and how when working alongside the Railvac it increases capability of both machines,
saving time and creating a complete new industrial concept.
The future holds a challenge and Neil believes “devolution
is key in the future for Network Rail. This means giving
power to the routes, allowing them to do what they need to,
delivering the right type of service to the customer, working
on innovation, creating new ideas and offering different
solutions. As we see more and more people commuting and
therefore passenger numbers increasing, it remains essential we work safely and create value for the customer.”

•
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NEW CO -WORKERS

Sofie Dåversjö
Sofie began her employment at Railcare in August 2017 and since
then, there has been a lot of work to do. From first being involved
in the Nasdaq process to understanding the business and all of its
products.
“Working at Railcare has been fun and I have developed through
experience, regardless of the tasks. Everyone I have met and worked with all possess very high skills in their area. I think the values
and culture within Railcare are fantastic and everyone really takes
care of each other and respects each other's work.”

•

Mikael Forsfjäll

New Railvac to Norway

From Metso, Michael began his role as Chief Financial Officer in
mid-October 2017.
“My time at Railcare has been very exciting and educational. I have
started learning a whole new industry and getting to know many
new talented employees. I have met several of Railcare workers
previously, but most are new acquaintances. The feeling is that
everyone is highly motivated and experienced in their areas. Before joining Railcare, I had only heard about the company, and now
after being here for a while, I can say that it is a nice and well-run
company”.

•

NJD Railvac AS sees major maintenance requirements on the Norwegian railway.
In March 2017, an order was placed on a Railvac 16000.

T

he new machine has a more suitable design and
required some adjustments for Norway, such as a
new cab at the back of the machine, in addition to
the front. One of the major improvements in the Norwegian
machine is that instead of two 330 hp engines, it only has
one engine with a power of 700 hp. This has meant that the
entire engine unit has become very service-friendly. The
new engine is also environmentally classified in accordance
with Euro 6.

Johannes Viklund

Switchable vacuum unit
A new feature of the machine is that the vacuum unit is now
connectable. Previously, the vacuum pump of the engine
was defaulted to be in the ‘on’ position, whereas now, you
can select when to turn it on. This saves in wear and significantly reduces fuel consumption too.
Gisle Hauk, Operations Manager at NJD Railvac is very
pleased with their new machine.
“We have participated in the whole process and the result is
a fantastic machine”

Johannes, who worked at Railcare as a consultant for just over a
year, got a lot of flavour and began on 1st February 2018 for Railcare
Export as a Project Manager.
“As a consultant at Railcare, I immediately got involved in several
exciting projects. It's high paced all the time, with new clever
solutions coming forward, which is really inspiring. It feels really
good now to become a part of the team and to continue developing
in a new industry with lots of nice and talented people”.

•

•

SHORT STORIES

Mighty Trains in Långsele

“Danish” 60 years

During the autumn, Lokverkstan in Långsele was visited
by the Discovery Channel and the production team of the
Mighty Trains programme. The upcoming programme
is about the timber transport between Hoting and Ånge,
showing how the locomotives are serviced and maintained. This is managed by Railcare T’s staff in Långsele.
The programme will be broadcast in 2018.

2nd December 2017 was a big day for all train enthusiasts
at Railcare. The TMY 1134, also named "Danish", became
60 years old. Like many 60-year-olds, "Danish" has
received some surface treatment and upgrades here and
there.

•
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CPR – A lifesaver
Immediate CPR is what can make the difference between life and death. Wherever you are,
something could always happen that requires a quick response. One who experienced this is Railcare
employee Jörgen Dahlqvist. On 23rd May, 2017 he passed the “Bergsbydammen” outside Skellefteå
and saw a man in a boat fighting against the current. It was Lars-Erik Nilsson. Just seconds later,
Lars-Erik was sent under the water.

From left: Jörgen Dahlqvist, Lars-Erik Nilsson, Hans Brännström
Photo: Thea Holmqvist, Norran

T

ogether with another man, Hans Brännström, Jörgen
ran below the dam where Lars-Erik had come to the
surface. With a lifebuoy around his waist, Jörgen
jumped into the cold water and grabbed Lars-Erik, who
was now, lifeless. Jörgen and Hans started CPR and his pulse started, but Lars-Erik again lost consciousness. Jörgen
continued with CPR, and Lars-Erik thankfully regained
consciousness. Now the rescue staff had arrived.

Fully recovered
After a day in hospital, Lars-Erik went home, and the only
injuries were a few small wounds to his hands. The quick
and brave intervention from Jörgen and Hans saved his life,
and highlights the importance of training staff in CPR.

•

NORRANS HEROES
Jörgen and Hans were awarded Norrans Heroes 2018.
Voted by the readers of the newspaper Norran

